
Do now:
Brainstorm the key sections of CHEM2.4

Write down as many key words as your can for these sections

Name the shapes below

bent linear
trigonal 
planar

tetrahedral

trigonal 
pyramid



CHEM 2.4 Revision
There are three main sections to this standard.

- Lewis diagrams, shapes and polarities

- structure, bonding and properties of metallic, ionic, 
molecular and network substances

- exo and endothermic reactions and calculations



Lewis diagrams, shapes and polarity
Drawing Lewis diagrams…

C OO C OO

1. Place atoms around the central atom

2. Count the total number of valence electrons

3. Place 2 electrons between each pair of atoms

5. Place remaining electrons around central atom
so it has a full valence shell

6. Check each atom has a full valence shell

4. Place remaining electrons around outside atoms
so they have a full valence shell

7. If the central atom does not have a full valence shell move 
pairs of electrons to form double and triple bonds

Try:
CH2O
SO2

PCl3



Lewis diagrams
Draw Lewis diagrams for the following compounds

PCl3 SO2 CH2O

P
Cl

ClCl S OO
C HH

O



Shapes
Shapes of molecules are determined by the number of bonds and 
non-bonding regions around the central atom…

The regions of charge around the central atom repel each other to 
get as far away from each other as possible, this determines the 
shape and bond angle.



Shapes
Explaining shapes of molecules…

• State total regions around central atoms and if they are bonding 
or non bonding

• State that these regions want to repel each other to be as far 
away as possible from each other

• Link to observed shape because non-bonding regions are not 
seen in the shape



Shapes



Polarity

Explaining polarity of molecules…

• State if bonds are polar or non-polar
• Use electronegativity to assign δ+ and δ- to each atom in the bond
• State if the bond dipoles cancel/don’t cancel or if there is a non-

bonding region
• Link to overall dipole/no dipole for the molecule
• State polarity

Polarity of molecules is determined by the shape of the molecule 
and the polarity of the bonds…

Molecules are polar if they have an overall dipole, eg a non-bonding 
region (lone pair of electrons) or bond dipoles are different



Polarity



Structure, bonding and properties

What are the four types of compounds we need to able to explain 
structure and bonding for? Give an example of each one.

What determines the:
melting point of a compound
conductivity of a compound
brittleness of a compound
solubility of a compound

Bond strength

Movement of ions or electrons

Type of forces between 
solvent and solute

Directionality of the bond



Structure, bonding and properties

ionic

metallic

covalent 
network

covalent 
molecular



Structure, bonding and properties

Type of 
solid

Particles Melting 
point

Conductivity Solubility

Ionic

Metallic

Covalent

Molecular

Atoms High Yes No

Atoms NoHigh No

Molecules Low No
Depending of 
polarity of 
compound 
and solvent

Ions High
Only when 
liquid

In water



Structure, bonding and properties
Explaining properties through structure and bonding…

Main properties asked about are melting point, conductivity, 
brittleness and solubility

• State type of substance
• State the structure (type of particles, arrangement of particles)
• State the type and strength of bonding
• Link to the property (using because…)
• Refer back to the property



Structure, bonding and properties



Thermochemistry

• Requires energy
• Surroundings cool down
• Products have more 

energy than reactants
• Positive ΔrH°

• Releases energy
• Surroundings warm up
• Reactants have more 

energy than products
• Negative ΔrH°



Thermochemistry
The enthalpy of a reaction is the energy of the products – the energy 
of the reactants. Thermochemical equations express how much 
energy is released per reaction…

2 H2(g) + O2(g)  2 H2O(g) ΔrH = - 570 kJ.mol-1

We can use thermochemical equations to work out
• How much energy will be produced from an amount of compound
• How much compound is need to produce a certain amount of 

energy



Thermochemistry



Thermochemistry



Thermochemistry
The enthalpy of a reaction can be calculated by calculating the energy 
required to break the bonds – the energy released from the bonds 
being formed…



Thermochemistry
Carbon monoxide can be reacted with steam to produce hydrogen 
gas:

CO(g) + H2O(g)  H2(g) + CO2(g)

Use the bond enthalpies given to calculate ΔrH for this reaction

Bond Bond enthalpy 
(kJ.mol-1)

O – H 463

H – H 436

C = O 804

C ≡ O 1 072


